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Myth #1: PHP Has No Compiler

● Why would you want a compiler?
● Real compiler makes “proper” byte code that can be 

introspected
● There is no “compiler”, but there is APC
● Only performs caching, and does not store to disk
● APC optimizes, and you don't want that in a normal 

parser
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Myth #2: PHP Is Hard To Integrate

● As PHP performs badly, another approach is required
● Extensions are hard to write
● You can only write extensions in C
● Who here has tried to write an extension, or considered 

it?
● There are plenty of extensions, so plenty of examples
● There are also extensions in C++ (SDO, SCA, 

Colorer...)
● Extensions are hard to use, as you need to recompile 

PHP
● Shared objects, even closed source exist (Zend, 

ioncube)
● Documentation is hard to find
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Myth #3: PHP Is An Unstable Platform

● Backwards Compatibility breaks galore
● Who has been affected by this, and which thing?
● We try not to break BC at all, but we're still human
● PHP crashes all the time
● Could just as well been something else... like bad code 

(infinite recursion)
● And where is the backtrace/bug report?
● But references caused problems!
● Yes, they did – and this was fixed
● It wasn't fixed correctly, as it started throwing notices
● Only if you abused references before
● Why does PHP memory leak?



Variables
Circular References
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Myth #4: PHP is Weak(ly typed)

● PHP auto casts variables when it feels like it – because 
that's how get/post works – strings only.

● Has this every caused you a problem that can not be 
solved elegantly differently?

● Larger application requires more control and type 
checks and...

● You can always write type-aware (but not checking) 
code, saves time and is less code thus faster.

● There is also ext/filter
● Why don't we have scalar type hints?
● Why don't we have auto boxing?
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Myth #6: PHP's OO Implementation Is 
Inferior

● You should have implemented the Java model, as that's 
where everything was stolen from anyway

● PHP also doesn't use OO everywhere where it can.
● PHP is pragmatic, where Java is academic and limiting.
● PHP has to stay backwards compatible
● New extensions also come in OO variants
● OO is not the solution to all your problems
● Why can't we omit $this?
● Why do we have goto?
● Why is reflection information not cached?



Myth #6: PHP's OO Implementation Is 
Inferior

● Why don't we have type hints?
● Why don't we have templates?
● Why don't we have generics?
● PHP has no namespaces and packages.
● PHP throws fatal errors and not exceptions for many 

things
● We have no type hints for properties.
● PHP doesn't have friends
● Why is the visibility checked against the class and not 

the objects?
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Resources

Extending and Embedding PHP: http://tinyurl.com/24f4j2
Xdebug: http://xdebug.org
eZ Components: http://components.ez.no
Questions?: mailto:dr@ez.no


